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											Immigration1 min ago
										

										Migrant who encouraged illegals to steal homes in U.S. using squatters’ rights under investigation for firearms charges

										The New York Post reported that Leonel Moreno, the “migrant influencer” who mocked America on social media and encouraged migrants...
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															China3 hours ago
														

														Number of illegal migrants from China, mostly single males, surpassing those from Mexico in some areas
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															Healthcare5 hours ago
														

														Report: Whistleblowing Surgeon Targeted by DOJ, HHS for Exposing Trans Procedures in Texas Children’s Hospital
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															Media21 hours ago
														

														Biden’s FCC wants to bring back Obama-era ‘net neutrality’
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											Economy1 day ago
										

										Migrant ‘crime ring’ goes after high-end homes in pro-Biden county

										Michigan’s Oakland County Sheriff Michael Bouchard is warning residents that gangs of illegals are targeting high-end homes, particularly during spring...
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															International1 day ago
														

														Biden Administration Continuing to Isolate Israel
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															International2 days ago
														

														Report: Egyptian Man Arrested in Connection to Foiled Islamic State Terrorist Attack on Notre Dame
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															Economy2 days ago
														

														Video: Denver Mayor’s Political Director tells migrants to leave the state, ‘the opportunities are over’
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															Media2 days ago
														

														TN Authorities asking for information on trailer of Bibles set on fire on Easter Sunday
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															Healthcare5 days ago
														

														Biden admin announces new AI regulations for intelligence agencies, such as ‘to demonstrate that AI does not produce racially biased diagnoses’
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															Economy5 days ago
														

														Report:  Border crisis has ‘completely upended’ Census Bureau’s population stats
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													Economy6 days ago
												

												White House announced $6 billion student loan forgiveness for 78,000 public service workers
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													International6 days ago
												

												Iran and Iraq sign controversial five-year contract to continue export of natural gas
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													International6 days ago
												

												Report: Intelligence Agencies to terminate sensitive words like ‘Jihadist’, ‘radical Islamist’ because ‘hurtful to Muslim-Americans’
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												Report:  Border crisis has ‘completely upended’ Census Bureau’s population stats
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												Biden Administration Continuing to Isolate Israel
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												Video: Denver Mayor’s Political Director tells migrants to leave the state, ‘the opportunities are over’
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														Economy2 days ago
													

																											Video: Denver Mayor’s Political Director tells migrants to leave the state, ‘the opportunities are over’

																										Video emerged of a Denver city leader begging migrant families inside an overcrowded shelter to leave the city and move...
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												Report:  Border crisis has ‘completely upended’ Census Bureau’s population stats
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													Immigration1 week ago
												

												Is the Mexican President blackmailing the U.S.? $20 billion or ‘flow of migrants will continue’
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																Immigration1 week ago
															

															Some Illegal immigrants who stormed through TX barriers released into U.S.
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																Immigration1 week ago
															

															Thousands of pounds of meth seized from vegetable shipments in one week from one border location
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																Immigration2 weeks ago
															

															Caught on camera: The moment TX National Guard overrun by illegal migrants storming through border barrier
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														Healthcare5 days ago
													

																											Biden admin announces new AI regulations for intelligence agencies, such as ‘to demonstrate that AI does not produce racially biased diagnoses’

																										This week Vice President Kamala Harris said a new series of regulations, which include mandatory risk reporting and transparency rules...
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												White House announced $6 billion student loan forgiveness for 78,000 public service workers
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												Report: Intelligence Agencies to terminate sensitive words like ‘Jihadist’, ‘radical Islamist’ because ‘hurtful to Muslim-Americans’
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																Elections1 week ago
															

															RFK Jr. announces lifelong Democrat, advocate of left-leaning causes, CA native as running mate
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																Politics1 week ago
															

															Rep. Mike Gallagher’s Departure Leaves GOP in Tight Spot: One-Seat Majority in the Balance
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																Economy1 week ago
															

															House inquiry opened as to whether IRS is using artificial intelligence to invade Americans’ financial privacy
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																																			International1 day ago
																																	

																Biden Administration Continuing to Isolate Israel

																Follow Steve Postal: @HebraicMosaic ——————————- Rather than showing unwavering supporting Israel in its war against Hamas, the Biden administration continues to undermine Israel by once again...
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																																			International2 days ago
																																	

																Report: Egyptian Man Arrested in Connection to Foiled Islamic State Terrorist Attack on Notre Dame

																Agents with France’s General Directorate of Internal Security arrested an Egyptian man allegedly plotting a terrorist attack on the Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris. The suspect, a...
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																																			Media2 days ago
																																	

																TN Authorities asking for information on trailer of Bibles set on fire on Easter Sunday

																Authorities in Tennessee  are investigating events after a trailer full of Bibles was intentionally set on fire in front of a church on Easter Sunday. Fox News...
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